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Abstract
In this work, the focus is put on the behavior of a system
in case a fault occurs that disables the system from executing
its applications. Instead of executing a random subset of the
applications depending on the fault, an approach is presented
that optimizes the systems structure and behavior with respect
to a possible graceful degradation. It includes a degradationaware reliability analysis that guides the optimization of the resource allocation and function distribution, and provides datastructures for an efficient online degradation algorithm. Thus,
the proposed methodology covers both, the design phase with a
structural optimization and the online phase with a behavioral
optimization of the system. A case study shows the effectiveness
of the proposed approach.

1. Introduction and Related Work
In a real-world system, failures that disable the system from
executing its applications are inevitable in the presence of cost
and performance constraints. In case a set of failures disables
the system from carrying out all applications, a subset of less
important applications can be dropped while the more important applications can be kept alive. This concept is known as
graceful degradation, i.e., functional degradation [9].
Consider the example in Figure 1 of a simple system consisting of two applications x and y with two tasks per application. At design time, both shown implementations have the
same overall system reliability, since a failure of one resource r1
or r2 will lead to a failure of at least one application and, thus,
the overall system functionality is not executable anymore. Assuming application x being of higher priority than application
y, a failure of, e.g., resource r2 still allows to execute application x. Thus, implementation 2 should be preferred by the used
optimization algorithm at design time.
In this work, a degradation-aware reliability analysis is proposed that permits to quantify the reliability of the system in the
presence of functional graceful degradation. This allows the design space exploration to optimize the resource allocation and
function distribution of the embedded system under design and,
thus, saves costs while increasing system performance.
At run time, less important applications can be specifically
deactivated to gain free resources for more important applications. For this purpose, a data-structure that can already be derived at design time is presented that guides a graceful degradation algorithm at run time. Based on binary decision diagrams
(BDDs) [1], the structure enables a very efficient check of the
current system state and provides rules when and which applications to shut down.
A lot of work has been done in the area of graceful degradation techniques. The approaches in [4, 11] are more focused on
the problem of performance degradation where the performance
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Figure 1. Two implementations with identical overall system
reliability but differing degradation possibilities.

of an application is degraded instead of a complete shutdown of
less important applications.
In [7], tasks are reconfigured in the system with respect to
the available hardware. In the work presented in this paper, no
complete reconfiguration of the system is allowed but predefined resource allocations and task bindings have to be selected
as a reaction to failures in the system. An similar approach to
the work at hand is proposed in [12], but is restricted to seriesparallel systems where structural resource sharing is neglected.
In the analysis proposed in this work, this problem is solved by
using an extended BDD-based reliability analysis.
The remainder of the paper is outlined as follows: Section 2
introduces the system model. The degradation-aware reliability analysis is proposed in Section 3. The online algorithm is
presented in Section 4. Section 5 shows the introduced techniques applied to a case study before the paper is concluded in
Section 6.

2. System Model
The system specification is given in a graph-based manner.
The specification consists of a so called application that models
the applications and their tasks, the architecture that includes all
resources that can be used, and a set of mapping constraints. An
example of a system specification is shown in Figure 2.
The application is modeled by a task graph gt (Vt , Et ) that
describes the behavior of the system. The vertices t ∈ Vt denote tasks, the directed edges Et represent data dependencies
between the tasks.
The architecture is modeled by a resource graph ga (Va , Ea )
and represents possible interconnected hardware resources. The
vertices r ∈ Va represent the individual resources, e.g., processors, buses, sensors, or actuators. The edges Ea correspond to
available communication links.
The set of mapping constraints is given by a set of mapping
edges Em . Each mapping edge m ∈ Em is a directed edge from
a task to a resource that indicates whether a specific task can be
executed on a hardware resource.
Given a specification, the goal of design space exploration
is to find a set of high-quality feasible implementations. An
implementation consists of two parts: The allocation α ⊆ Va
represents the resources that will actually be used in the implementation and the binding β ⊆ Em determines on which al-
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Figure 2. A system specification. The dashed edges correspond to a possible mapping of tasks to resources.

located resource each task instance can be activated and, thus,
executed. With this knowledge, we define an implementation as
a pair (α, β).
Definition 1. An implementation is called feasible if it guarantees
• that each task is bound at least once and is bound to allocated resources only, and
• that data-dependent tasks can communicate correctly.
Definition 2. In the online phase, the implementation works
properly if
• at least one instance of each task is activated,
• tasks instances are only activated on properly working, i.e.,
not failed resources,
• activated task instances of data-dependent tasks communicate correctly, and
• for each resource, the computational demand of activated
task instances does not exceed the computational capacity
of the resource.
Although each application can be regarded as an individual
functionality that can be influenced by failures, a more effective
and applicable way is to cluster applications. Each degradation
mode d ∈ D is defined by a subset of tasks that have to work
properly. The degradation modes are typically specified by the
designer. In case failures occur that hinders the implementation
to work properly in the current degradation mode, applications
can be turned off by choosing a lower degradation mode using
an online degradation algorithm. In this paper, for two degradation modes di and dj with i < j, it holds that the tasks of
the mode di are a subset of the tasks of the mode dj such that
a degradation from dj to di only improves the reliability of the
system.

3. Degradation-Aware Reliability Analysis
A so called system function ψ(α, β) encodes one implementation as a Boolean function. This function returns 1 if the implementation is properly working for the state of resources encoded in α as well as a task activation β, and 0 otherwise. The
binary vector α contains a variable r for each resource r ∈ Va
that indicates whether the corresponding resource is defect (0)
or not (1). Correspondingly, β contains a variable m for each
task instance or mapping m ∈ Em of the implementation, respectively, indicating whether the task instance is activated (1)
or not (0). The determination of ψ for implementations without
the aspect of degradation is presented in [3].
In this paper, the system function ψ is extended by incorporating the degradation modes as well as computational constraints that arise from the activation of task instances. For this

purpose, the degradation modes are encoded by a binary vector
D = (d1 , . . . , d|D| ) with di = {0, 1}. Each variable di is 1 if
the degradation mode di is active or 0 otherwise. The resulting
system function ψ is the following Boolean function:
^
^
ψ(α, β, D) =
[¬d ∨ ψd (α, β)]
Cr (β)
(1)
r∈α

d∈D

The system function ψd (α, β) is determined as in previous approaches (cf. [3]), but allows to ignore the tasks that are not part
of the degradation mode d ∈ D. This ψd (α, β) is enabled if
and only if the corresponding variable d is 1.
The computational constraints for each resource r ∈ α are
given in the following linear form:
X
Cr (β) =
lm · m ≤ cr
(2)
m=(t,r)∈β

Here, lm denotes the computational load arising from activating
task instance m which is bound to resource r while the maximum computational capacity of resource r is denoted as cr .
Incorporating the degradation modes directly into the system
function ψ(α, β, D) by using the binary vector D, allows the
analysis of the system in each mode without the need to store
and calculate individual functions for each mode.
The functions are represented by binary decision diagrams
(BDDs) [1]. Although, this data structure may grow exponentially in general, it is known to be a very compact representation
for Boolean functions in many applications. A transformation
scheme for the linear computational constraints into BDDs is
presented in [2].
To model the system behavior under the influence of defects,
the structure function ϕ : {0, 1}|α| × {0, 1}|D| → {0, 1} is incorporated. This function ϕ returns 1 if and only if for the state
of resources encoded in α and the current degradation mode
encoded in D, there exists at least one task activation β that ensures a properly working implementation. For a given system
function ψ, this function can be derived as follows:
ϕ(α, D) = ∃β : ψ(α, β, D)

(3)

The structure function ϕd for a specific degradation mode d ∈
D is deduced by restricting this function. The function ϕd returns 1 if and only if for the state of resources encoded in α and
the specific degradation mode d, there exists at least one task activation β that ensures a properly working implementation. For
each d ∈ D this function is derived as follows:
^
ϕd (α) = ϕ(α, D) ∧ d
¬d˜
(4)
˜
d∈D\d

In the following, we assume that the reliability function
R(r, x) that delivers the reliability for each resource r ∈ Va
at a time x ∈ R≥0 is known or can be approximated. The reliability function Rd (x) defines the reliability for the tasks of
the corresponding degradation mode d ∈ D and is derived by
Shannon-decomposition [10] that can be applied efficiently on
the used BDD data structure:
Rd (x) = R(r, x) · ϕd |r=1 + (1 − R(r, x)) · ϕd |r=0

(5)

RIn∞our experimental results, the Mean Time To Failure (MTTF)
Rd (x)dx is used as the measure of reliability and is deter0
mined by a numerical integration of Equation (5). The MTTF

Algorithm 1 Online graceful degradation algorithm.
1: D := (0, . . . , 0, 1) // initial state of degradation
2: α := (1, . . . , 1) // initial resource state
3: β ∈ {β|ψ(α, β, D) = 1} // initial activation
4: while true do
5:
α := observe() // observe
6:
if !∃β : ψ(α, β, D) then
7:
D := maxD {D|ψ(α, β, D) = 1} // degrade
8:
end if
9:
β := mindist {β|ψ(α, β, D) = 1} // new activation
10: end while

denotes the expected value for the failure-free time of the functionality of the corresponding degradation mode d ∈ D.
In former approaches [3, 13, 14], only the reliability with
respect to the overall system functionality was used as an optimization criterion. In this work, the reliability of each degradation mode is respected and needs to be considered within the
optimization. Here, a true multi-objective approach would treat
the reliability of each degradation mode as an independent and
competing objective. This results in |D| competing objectives
that tend to decrease the effectiveness of the used optimization
approach. Thus, a new objective with the characteristics of a
weighted reliability is proposed:
Z ∞
X
X
RM T T F =
(wd ·
Rd (x)dx), with
wd = 1 (6)
d∈D

0

d∈D

Weighting the MTTF of each degradation mode allows to shrink
the number of reliability-specific objectives to one and, thus,
represents an intuitive value to the designer. Moreover, the designer can weight the degradation modes with respect to the
specification or usage of the system. For example, full functionality (d3 ) as well as safety-critical functionality (d1 ) can be
weighted such that they strongly influence the objective while
other degradation modes are optimized to a lesser extent. Other
systems may need to focus in the safety-critical functionality
only while full or comfort functionality (d2 ) is of minor interest.

4. Online Graceful Degradation
In the online phase of a given system, graceful degradation
takes place whenever the system resources are, due to defects,
not able to carry out all the applications that are specified in the
selected degradation mode. Here, an algorithm has to decide at
run time if another degradation mode needs to be chosen. Moreover, due to the given constraints in computational load and
communication, the instances of the executed tasks may need
to be activated and deactivated at a certain state of degradation
whenever a resource fails. In this section, an algorithm that is
based on a data structure that can be derived from the system
structure ψ is presented.
The proposed algorithm is based on an observer structure,
i.e., there is one resource or a set of resources that is highly reliable and can detect defects of all resources in the system. In
particular, this observer is able to keep track of the binary vector
α that encodes working and defect resources and controls the
current state of degradation. Moreover, it decides which task instances β have to be activated or deactivated, respectively. The
overall algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 1.

It is assumed that the system starts without any defects
among the resources (line 2) and, thus, no degradation has taken
part so far (line 1). For this initial state, an activation for the task
instances can be derived from the system function ψ (line 3).
The failure detection and, thus, the update of the α vector is
performed by the function observe() (line 5). In case a failure
occurs, it is tested whether there exists a feasible task activation
with respect to the currently properly working resources and the
current degradation mode (line 6). If the test fails, the function
maxD searches for the degradation mode of highest importance
that can be carried out on the given set of working and defect
resources α. Here, the actual degradation takes place (line 7).
Finally, for a given α and new D, a new properly working implementation has to be achieved by a correct task activation β
(line 9). This function mindist aims to find a task activation that
is similar to the former task activation to avoid the unnecessary activation and deactivation of tasks and, thus, keeps performance reduction at a minimum. This is achieved by a special
variable order of ψ that can already be done at design time:
d1 < . . . < d|D| < α0 < . . . < α|α| < β
(7)
Given this variable order, the degradation mode and the resource
variables are setup first since they are fixed whenever the algorithm searches for a new task activation. The internal structure
of a BDD is a tree with one root and a true and false terminal
node. Each node of the tree represents a variable and has two
outgoing edges that equal an assignment of true or false, respectively, to the corresponding variable. Thus, each traversal of the
BDD from the root that reaches the true terminal node corresponds to a variable assignment that equals a properly working
implementation. Here, the traversal for the β variables is guided
by the previous task activation to reach the most similar task activation for the given BDD order. To prevent that an infeasible
activation (false terminal node) is reached, for each node a lookahead for both outgoing edges has to be done resulting in the
overall traversal complexity of O(2 · |α| · |β| · |D|). This linear
complexity also holds for the other operations of the algorithm
(line 3,6,7) if ψ is given as a BDD as suggested.

5. Case Study
In this section, the proposed degradation-aware reliability
analysis used in a design space exploration context as well as
the presented online algorithm are applied to a system specification consisting of 11 ECUs connected to one bus that is inspired by typical automotive ECU networks. This specification
consists of 6 applications with an overall number of 51 tasks.
One application is safety-critical (d1 ), two applications can be
seen as standard functionality (d2 ) while the remaining three
applications are treated as comfort functionality (d3 ). Each task
of each application can be carried out by at least three ECUs,
leading to a design space of ≈ 280 implementations.
The proposed degradation-aware reliability analysis was included in JR ELIABILITY [5] and used in the multi-objective design space exploration [6] tool O PT 4J [8]. For this purpose, the
results for the proposed weighted reliability were compared to a
common reliability analysis that does only evaluate overall system functionality. The experiments were carried out on an Intel
Pentium 4 3.0 GHz computer with 1.5 GB RAM. The results
from the design space exploration are shown in Figure 3.
Shown is a two dimensional projection of a three dimensional objective space consisting of the objectives reliability,
area consumption, and power consumption. The results show
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Table 1. Selected implementations and their properties.
impl2 and impl3 have only been found by incorporating
graceful degradation.

that the common approach is able to find relatively low-area
implementations with low overall reliability and more expensive implementations with a higher overall reliability. Hence,
it cannot find the implementations in between, where standard
and safety-critical applications can achieve a higher reliability
at lower costs compared to the implementations that have a high
overall reliability. Thus, the incorporation of graceful degradation aspects in the analysis offers high-quality implementations
that would not have been found otherwise. Table 1 shows some
selected implementations and their objectives.
The introduced online algorithm was applied to the simplest
and most complex feasible implementation regarding the induced structural redundancy of the given specification to enable
the analysis of its scalability. Here, a Monte-Carlo simulationbased approach was used that generated 10, 000 failure scenarios, each starting with a completely working system and simulating the time until complete system failure is reached. The
simulation was carried out on an embedded processor. The results are shown in Table 2.
The memory needed for the storage of the BDD data structure was ≈ 1.5kB to ≈ 175kB. These additional memory requirements are acceptable for state-of-the-art ECUs. The computational time of the Algorithm 1 for reacting to failure ranges
from 8.8µs to 21.1µs in average and is negligible small. Thus,
the algorithm is also applicable for time-critical applications.
Moreover, the execution time for Algorithm 1 in combination
with the BDD data structure shows a very good scalability.

In this paper, a methodology to include graceful degradation into embedded system design, i.e., into the phase of design space exploration and an online algorithm for the online
degradation and reactivation of tasks was presented. For the optimization, a new degradation-aware reliability analysis allows
to take the systems ability to degrade into account and to quantify this ability in the reliability objective. In the online phase,
an efficient degradation algorithm based on a BDD data structure that can be derived at design time allows an efficient task
activation and performs a graceful degradation if needed. Both,
static optimization and online runtimes show good scalability
and perform well on the presented case study. In future work,
different data structures than the memory intensive BDDs will
be investigated for the online algorithm to trade-off memory requirements vs. runtime.
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